Pérez Art Museum Miami Hosts Fifth Annual Corporate Cocktail at Bar Bevy

The Annual Networking Event Benefited the Museum’s Arts Education Programs
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(Miami, FL — May 16, 2019) — On Wednesday, May 15, Miami’s rising business and philanthropic leaders converged for Pérez Art Museum Miami’s (PAMM) Fifth Annual Corporate Cocktail, this year hosted at one of David Grutman’s newest concepts: Bar Bevy, the sleek cocktail lounge located atop of Swan. The event was generously sponsored by Century Risk Advisors, Holland & Knight, and Podhurst Orseck, P.A.

A huge supporter of Miami’s cultural institutions and an avid contemporary art collector, Grutman’s Miami Design District lounge made for the perfect destination for the annual event,
which helps to raise funds for the museum’s arts education program, the largest program of its kind outside the Miami-Dade County Schools system.

Guests enjoyed an evening of delicious cocktails, tempting cuisine, and networking with like-minded emerging professional leaders, who understand the importance of the business community’s commitment to the arts.

Jaime Bayo, PAMM director of corporate relations; Susan Rodriguez, development manager, corporate relations; and Marie Vickles, director of education made remarks, thanking attendees for their continued support of the arts and the institution.

“By being part of this evening, you are playing an instrumental role in the future of our community,” said PAMM Director of Education Marie Vickles. “You understand the importance of the arts and why it is imperative that we continue to support organizations, such as PAMM, that elevate the city and its residents.”

PAMM’s 2019 Corporate Cocktail Host Committee members include: Christopher Adeleke, Kareem and Minca Brantly, Jenna and Marko Cerenko, Cynthia Chipi, Megan Clark, Liz Coppolecchia, Sarah Desamours, Katherine Doble, Sebastian Emura and Richard Parry, Lauren Fishbane, Wendy François and Kevin Michael, Devon and Bruce Gago, Lauren Gnazzo, Allison Goldberg, Bryan Hughes, Adrian Jones, Eric Kay, Eddie Kirtley, Lindsey and Todd Lazapoulos Friedman, Chris and Lee Lentz, Carly Miller, Jesse McLaughlin, Paula Moscoso, Nicholas and Kastyn Pérez, Omar Gonzalez, Grissell Tudisco, and Olga Urbieta-DiStefano.
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About PAMM
Pérez Art Museum Miami (PAMM) promotes artistic expression and the exchange of ideas,
advancing public knowledge and appreciation of art, architecture and design, and reflecting the diverse community of its pivotal geographic location at the crossroads of the Americas. Led by Director Franklin Sirmans, the 35-year-old South Florida institution, formerly known as Miami Art Museum (MAM), Pérez Art Museum Miami opened a new building, designed by world-renowned architects Herzog & de Meuron, in Downtown Miami’s Museum Park on December 4, 2013. The facility is a state-of-the-art model for sustainable museum design and progressive programming and features 200,000 square feet of indoor and outdoor program space with flexible galleries; shaded outdoor verandas; a waterfront restaurant and bar; a museum shop; and an education center with a library, media lab and classroom spaces. For more information, please visit pamm.org, find us on Facebook (facebook.com/perezartmuseummiami), or follow us on Instagram/Twitter (@pamm).

Accredited by the American Alliance of Museums, Pérez Art Museum Miami (PAMM) is sponsored in part by the State of Florida, Department of State, Division of Cultural Affairs, and the Florida Council on Arts and Culture. Support is provided by the Miami-Dade County Department of Cultural Affairs and the Cultural Affairs Council, the Miami-Dade County Mayor and Board of County Commissioners. Additional support is provided by the City of Miami and the Miami OMNI Community Redevelopment Agency (OMNI CRA). Pérez Art Museum Miami is an accessible facility. All contents ©Pérez Art Museum Miami. All rights reserved.